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INTRODUCTION  
The purpose of this SOP is to provide all the information an administrator may need for the 

recruitment and onboarding of Self-employed, Independent GPs at BrisDoc. For the purposes of 

the SOP the person administering the process will be termed the ‘Clinician Relationship 

Coordinator’ or ‘CRC’ for short.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROCEDURE 
The objective of the procedure is to ensure the timely, safe and compliant recruitment and 

onboarding of Independent GPs to the IUC, System CAS and Practice Services. 

THE STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE – INDEPENDENT GP 

Getting Started  
To carry out this role effectively, you will need access to; The CRC Email account, zoom 

account, RotaMaster Admin, DocuSign, UCheck the S: Drive (Particularly Workforce non-

employee & Service Delivery team for the Remote Workers folder)  

GPs may express an interest by email, on the telephone, at an event or through a BrisDoc staff 

member. The advertised email address for Independent GP recruitment is 

workwithus@brisdoc.org Please refer to; Appendix 1 for guidance on each step of onboarding a 

SEGP.  

Once initial contact has been made, use the full name of the GP to try to establish if they have 

done work for BrisDoc historically. You may check this by checking on RotaMaster. If they have 

an account saved in their name, they may have done work for BrisDoc previously. Please check 

their folder by going to S:\Workforce - Non-Employee \Inactive GP's and check what documents 

will need to be updated in order for their file to be compliant. Please go to section 2.0 of this 

SOP for compliance instructions and section 5.0 for additional information on GPs returning 

within the last 2 years.  

If a GP is moving from a salaried post to being an independent GP, please go to section 6.0 for 

instructions. If a GP has not worked with BrisDoc previously, please send them the initial 

communication as outlined in section 1.1. 

Introductory email  
Please CC in one of BrisDoc’s Clinical Leads (Anne Whitehouse or Louise Whyte) to any 

introductory email. (Appendix 2 and 2.1) 

Setting up Go S:\Workforce - Non-Employee\Recruitment in progress and right click on the ‘AAA 

Example Folder’, click copy and then paste a new ‘AAA example Folder’. Rename the new 

folder as the GPs name in the following format ‘Surname, First name’. Use the ‘GP Checklist’ in 

the above folder as a place to log all compliance checks for individual GPs, noting key 

information; Name, contact number, email address, what work they are interested in, when they 

would like to start etc, this will be useful for when handing over to the DMD & Training Support 

team. Go to S:\Workforce - Non-Employee\Recruitment in progress\Recruitment in Progress 

Spreadsheet Add the GPs information to this spreadsheet. Note; this spreadsheet will be used 

mailto:workwithus@brisdoc.org
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as a log for GPs going through the onboarding process. See section 8.0 for information relating 

to the Recruitment checks spreadsheet 

COMPLIANCE CHECKS 

CV and references 
The CV and references are usually received first. If they are not, try to obtain these as soon as 

possible as references can be a source of delay. At least 2 references must be provided. 

Ideally both referees should be clinician line managers/employers/leads. Where this is 

not possible, one referee can be a non -clinician line manager/employer/lead and one 

referee can also be a clinician colleague.  

Please note, sometimes GPs already have their references and in cases where references are 

> 12 months old, we may need to request for more recent ones. Please consult with DMD in 

these instances.  

To send Reference Requests Login into DocuSign using the following details:  

Username: workwithus@brisdoc.org  

Password: Osprey2022  

Then open Templates > ‘use’ Self-Employed GP Reference Requests > enter referees contact 

details under ‘name’ and ‘email’ > enter GP’s name in email subject as ‘Reference Request – Dr 

Test Example’ > edit email message to include referees and GPs details > next > send. Once a 

reference is received, save it to the references folder in the following format ‘YY-MM-DD Dr 

‘referee name’. Delete the completed reference document from DocuSign once saved in the 

GPs file. 

Training Certificates 
Occasionally, GPs do not have all training evidence required. The ‘Where to obtain’ column 

within the table below provides details of where you can signpost GPs to if they inform you that 

they do not have the required evidence. Some newly qualified GPs will have had to do most of 

the training below as part of their final assessment sign off – they may be able to evidence this 

in different ways for example as part of a training record instead of an actual certificate. If newly 

qualified GPs or Independent GPs send documents in that you are unsure about send these on 

to a Deputy Medical Director (DMD), they can shed light on if the certificate/training record is 

appropriate and will advise further. In certain circumstances, the DMD for IUC may accept GPs 

onto an induction without a training certificate on file subject to certain conditions. If you are 

unsure, send the query on to the DMD for approval. Once training certificates are received save 

them into the training subfolder of the GP’s file in the following format YY-MM-DD ‘Name of 

certificate’ 

mailto:workwithus@brisdoc.org
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GP checks 
You will need to check the clinician is correctly registered with their professional body. The 

Performer’s List is what GPs are signed up to when they have qualified. The performer’s list 

provides an extra layer of reassurance for the public that GPs, Dentists and Opticians practicing 

in the NHS are suitably qualified, have up to date training, have appropriate English language 

skills and have passed other relevant checks such as with the Disclosure and Barring Service 

(DBS) and the NHS Litigation Authority. Go to the following website (it may be helpful to save 

this as a bookmark) https://www.performer.england.nhs.uk/Search/SimpleSearch  

Enter the GP’s first and surname in the search box. Entries will appear underneath the search 

box, the numbers next to the name will be their GMC number. The GP applicants GMC number 

is usually provided within their CV, cross reference the name with the GMC number to confirm 

you are looking at the correct GP. Once you have identified that it is the right GP, click on their 

name on the right-hand side. This will show you more information for the GP. Please ensure the 

status is ‘Included’ on the Performers List. If the status is different to this, please inform the 

DMD (Deputy Medical Director), you may need to investigate further. Use the snipping tool (use 

the start bar search function to find ‘Snipping Tool’ if you are no t familiar with it) to take a 

screenshot of the ‘Performer’s details’ box. Save the screenshot in the ‘GP checks’ subfolder of 

the GPs file in the following format YY-MM-DD Performer’s List check’. Add the date of the 

check to the ‘GP Checklist’ document in the GPs folder. 

Note: The Clinician Relationship Coordinator should perform Quarterly Performers List checks 

on Self Employed GPs to ensure they are still on the Performers List. This check should be 

recorded on the GPs RotaMaster profile. To run the report for this, follows these steps on 

RotaMaster; Reporting > Reports > Search > Type ‘ Performers’ or code ‘592’ > Select file > 

Rota Group > select the = button and chose ‘Contains’ > select the 3 dots > Tick ‘IUC Clinical 

Rota’ & ‘ Non IUC Self Employed staff’ Team Group > select the = button and chose ‘Contains’ 

> select the 3 dots > Tick all except the following; OOH SE Nurse, Registrar, Self Employed 

Contractors, , Self Employed Drivers, Self EmployedPodiatrist & click ‘OK’ Click the ‘Export’ tab 

 

General Medical Council  

You will need to check the clinician is registered with the GMC. The medical register will give 

you details of:  

• the type of registration a doctor currently holds and whether they hold a license to practice  

https://www.performer.england.nhs.uk/Search/SimpleSearch
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• whether they are registered to work as a GP or specialist consultant – it is normal for GPs to 

show as ‘not on the specialist register’  

• the date that they registered • whether they have any fitness to practice history since 20 

October 2005.  

• the year and place they were awarded their main medical degree  

• whether they’re taking further medical training and where the organization that looks after their 

performance and appraisal.  

Go to the following website (it may be useful to save this as a bookmark). https://www.gmc-

uk.org/registration-and-licensing/the-medical-register#searchTheRegiste  

If the GP has provided their GMC number use this to search for the GP. Results will show the 

GMC number/ First name/ Last name/ Gender/ Status/ Year of Qualification. It is sometimes 

difficult to select the correct GP if you do not have the GMC number to hand at this stage. You 

can use the additional information provided (such as University they qualified at) to cross 

reference with their CV and confirm it is them. Click on the GP to bring up their registration 

details. Please ensure this shows the GP as being ‘Registered with a license to practice’ and 

shows ‘This doctor is on the GP register’. If this is showing, then download a pdf of the webpage 

to save in the GPs file. Save the pdf in the ‘GP checks’ subfolder of the GPs file in the following 

format YY-MM-DD GMC check’. Add the date of the check to the ‘GP Checklist’ document in the 

GPs folder. 

If there is no registration entry date or if it states the GP is not on the register, inform the DMD 

immediately and e-mail the GP explaining the situation and ask why it may be showing as not 

registered (note there may be more information about this on the ‘Doctor History’ tab).  

It is important that we check the ‘Doctors History tab’ to check there has been no ‘fitness to 

practice’ hearings or any other unusual activity. If the status says anything other than 

‘registered’ or ‘registered with license to practice’ inform a DMD, you may need to investigate 

further. Save a screenshot of the page using the snipping tool and save the screenshot in the 

‘GP checks’ subfolder of the GPs file in the following format ‘YY-MM-DD GMC Doctor’s History’. 

DBS Checks 
If a GP has signed up to the ‘Update Service’ below, we can accept their original DBS as long 

as we check the certificate numbers match. The DBS must be clean of convictions, and 

accompanied by a signed declaration of fitness to practice by the GP before they can be 

approved for work within IUC. We would need to see copy of the original DBS to confirm there 

are no convictions and also check the status of the current check as below.  

Update service checks  

The DBS update service allows a person to pay a yearly fee so that their DBS is continuously 

updated. If a GP is signed up to the update service you can check the status of their DBS 

online. To check the status, follow this link: DBS CRSC (crbonline.gov.uk) and enter the GP’s 

details then press search. Take a screenshot of the results, with the date clearly visible, and 

save this in the GP’s file. 

If the GP is not registered to the Update Service, we will need to find out if they are currently 

Employed or a Locum and how long they have been working in this role – this can usually be 

found on their CV.  

https://www.gmc-uk.org/registration-and-licensing/the-medical-register#searchTheRegiste
https://www.gmc-uk.org/registration-and-licensing/the-medical-register#searchTheRegiste
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If the GP currently works at a BNSSG practice as either a Partner or Employed member of staff 

and they have been there >12 months then BrisDoc will usually accept a DBS certificate dated 

within 3 years (assuming the GP signs a ‘GP Fitness to Practice’ declaration). If they do not 

have a DBS certificate dated within the last 3 years, then BrisDoc can facilitate a new check via 

the UCheck link below.  

If the GP is a Locum (i.e., not employed by a particular surgery) or has been employed by the 

GP surgery for < 12 months, or does not work in the BNSSG area then we can accept a DBS if 

it is dated < 6 months. If they do not have a DBS certificate dated within the last 6 months, then 

BrisDoc can facilitate a new check via the UCheck link below.  

All DBS checks must be clean of convictions, and accompanied by a signed declaration of 

fitness to practice by the GP before they can be approved for work for BrisDoc. A copy of the 

DBS Certificate must be saved to the GPs folder.  

In the event that a GPs DBS is not clean, a new DBS check may need to be facilitated by 

BrisDoc, this will depend on a number of factors for example 1) did the GP inform us their DBS 

would not be clean? 2) what is the reason for their conviction? 3) How recent is their latest DBS 

check? This is decided on a case-by-case basis, if you receive a DBS certificate that is not 

clean, please speak to the DMD. 

Please see Appendix 3.0 for guidance on DBS checks. 

BrisDoc must not pay for DBS checks for Independent GPs. This can be done by going to 

https://www.hr-platform.co.uk/app/login/ucheck and logging in (Workforce will need to set you 

up with your own login) Once logged in go to the top right corner and select ‘Check a NEW 

applicant’ complete section 2 with the first name, surname and email address. Ensure that you 

select the ‘charge applicant for check’ toggle button underneath then select ‘send’. This will 

send an email to the applicant from UCheck, they will then be required to fill in a form with their 

personal details. Ask the GP applicant for a copy of their Passport, Driver’s License and a Utility 

Bill from the last three months (Please refer to the DBS document guidance on UCheck for 

other documents that can be used. You will receive an email notification once the DBS 

application form has been completed by the GP applicant. You will need to verify that you have 

seen the appropriate documentary evidence and will need to enter the passport/ driving license 

number and verify that the utility bill address matches their home address. 

Right to Work 
It is essential that we see evidence of the GPs right to work in the UK. A (Current or expired) UK 

passport or a current Visa will be suitable. Add the date of the check to the ‘GP Checklist’ file in 

their folder. A letter confirming Settlement Status is also acceptable. On occasion you may need 

to check the GPs Right to Work / immigration status via a share through the. Gov website. For 

this you will need to check over the information supplied on the link, and cross check with the 

information received from the GP. You will also need to check the person arriving for shift 

matches the image on this link. Download and save a copy to the GPs folder. 

Please speak to the Workforce Team if you are unsure about Right to Work documentation. Or 

visit  https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/right-to-work-checklist/employers-right-to-

work-checklist-accessible-version  

 

https://www.hr-platform.co.uk/app/login/ucheck
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/right-to-work-checklist/employers-right-to-work-checklist-accessible-version
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/right-to-work-checklist/employers-right-to-work-checklist-accessible-version
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Hepatitis B/ MMR Immunity 
Immunisation reports may be provided from Hospitals/ Occupational Health/ GP practices 

amongst others. They are often presented differently and can be confusing. Many reports will 

use simple language such as ‘Immune’ however others will use different terminology. Please 

speak to a DMD regarding an Immunisation Report if you are not sure. If the immunisation 

report indicates that the GP is not immune, discuss with the DMD, who will risk assess as 

appropriate. Two doses are needed for evidence of immunity. If the GP does not have 

appropriate proof of necessary immunity, they must be recommended to have an MMR and Hep 

B vaccination. Save the immunisation report to ‘GP checks’ subfolder in the following format 

‘YY-MM-DD Immunisation Report’. Add the date of the check to the ‘GP Checklist’ document in 

the GPs folder.  

Please see Appendix 3.1 for guidance on Immunisation terminology 

Covid Vaccination  
It is recommended that all GPs to have at least two doses of the Covid vaccination, but this is 

NOT essential to start work with BrisDoc. Covid vaccine information is saved in the ‘GP checks’ 

subfolder. Add the date of the check to the ‘GP Checklist’ document. 

Indemnity  
Please ensure that GPs provide evidence of their Medical Indemnity. This will usually be in the 

form of a letter from the Indemnity Provider to the GP listing their ‘membership period’ for the 

next year. View the dates and ensure that the GP is in date (and is likely to remain in date for 

their induction date). Ensure the Indemnity covers them for the service they will working in for 

BrisDoc I.e. Out of hours sessions. Add the date of the check to the GPs Checklist. 

Rarely, some GPs state they do not plan to get personal indemnity cover so it is imperative to 

emphasize the importance:  

Information to send to locums who signal they do not plan to get personal indemnity 

cover We VERY STRONGLY recommend that you take out personal indemnity cover for out-of-

hours work. Although it is rare for cases to escalate to an inquest, the CNSGP (NHS cover) 

would NOT provide you with any support or representation at an inquest, GMC investigation or 

give any support with responding to a serious incident / complaint. Fees to cover representation 

at an inquest could easily be £60,000 or more. Without personal indemnity cover, you would be 

personally liable to pay this fee.  

It's worth noting that the costs of personal indemnity are relatively low (they have reduced very 

significantly in the last few years), and are all tax deductible for locums. 

CEST Employment Checks 
Please ensure that the employment status of all GPs, is checked via the Government CEST 

tool. This check will determine whether the GP is classed as employed or self-employed for tax 

purposes. The CEST tool can be found here - https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-employment-

status-for-tax  

The CEST check should be completed after all other compliance checks have been completed, 

after DMD approval and before handing them over to the Training Support team. Please send a 

copy of certificate and answers to the GP to be reviewed and save a copy in both the GPs folder 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-employment-status-for-tax
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-employment-status-for-tax
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and the ‘CEST’ folder located here: S:\Workforce - Non-Employee\CEST. Add the date the 

check is carried out to the GPs Checklist. 

Please see Appendix 3.2 for guidance on CEST Checks. For any further support in completing 

the CEST please visit; https://www.gov.uk/hmrc-internal-manuals/employment-status-

manual/esm11000  

Final Checks 
Once the file is fully complete (excluding the CEST check), the file should be sent over to the 

DMD for final approval. Please send the name, contact details and brief overview (e.g. current 

employment, outstanding documentation) of the GP to the DMD via e-mail once you have the 

following in the GP file: 

 

The DMD will then inform you if there is anything requires further investigation. If there is 

nothing further, you will be able to handover the names and contact details to the training officer 

who will arrange induction. 

DMD threshold  
Please use the following checklist to flag any concerns with the Lead GPs / DMD. 

https://www.gov.uk/hmrc-internal-manuals/employment-status-manual/esm11000
https://www.gov.uk/hmrc-internal-manuals/employment-status-manual/esm11000
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Remote Workers 
All Remote Workers outside of the UK please follow appendix 3.3. 

If a GP is onboarding as a remote worker, we will need to share the details including their name 

and where they will be working i.e England / another country, with the SevernSide Operational 

leads: Please email iuc.managers@nhs.net  and let them know there is another GP to add to 

their Remote Workers Log (They can be copied into the Handover email to the Training Support 

team, with a line for their attention). 

All remote workers must be compliant to Remote working specifications as set by the 

programme and service director. This document should be sent to the GP as per appendix 1.1 

Additional background information for clinicians working for SevernSide IUC from abroad  

Remote working GPs use exactly the same clinical systems including Adastra for logging clinical 

notes and prescribing, and access to the longitudinal patient record via EMIS to support patient 

care. Clinicians can prescribe electronically, arrange appointments and home visits, video 

consult/ receive photos and refer onwards (if required) using the same processes as on-site 

clinicians. Clinicians can also access real-time advice from a senior clinician and the operational 

team if required, as well as access all of the service/ system specific clinical pathways 

information and policies/ SOPs while working abroad.  

All calls are recorded, as they would be for clinicians working in the UK  

Remote worker clinicians are subject to the same clinical audit processes as UK-based 

clinicians 

Each country is approved on an individual basis by BrisDoc’s DPO  

Commissioners/ the ICB support this way of working to support patient care  

mailto:iuc.managers@nhs.net
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Clinicians must meet our minimum stated requirements for working from abroad, including a 

secure internet connection, private working space and phone  

All clinical work is undertaken via remote access to the BrisDoc servers in the UK. As such no 

data is transferred or stored outside the UK  

All GPs working from abroad have to meet the requirements stipulated for all GPs working for 

the IUC service, including meeting the requirements of appraisal/ revalidation. 

INDUCTION 
On approval by the DMD all new and returning GPs will be sent from the Clinician Relationship 

Coordinator to the Training Support Coordinators via email, who will contact them to send both 

the clinical induction video and arrange a first live induction shift which is supported by the 

Training support Coordinator’s and the Clinical Coordinator. The clinical induction video will be 

shared via email and should be watched prior to starting and can be found on the clinical tool 

kit. If a GP hasn’t worked in IUC for over 2 years they may also be asked to view the induction 

video- and be offered a supported live induction shift.  

Induction and Live 
Following handover of new and returning clinicians, the training support coordinators are 

responsible for contacting all approved clinicians, initially via email, (Appendix 4.0), which is 

then followed by sharing the induction video link and arranging a live induction date based on 

availability to work. It is then the training support coordinators responsibility to notify the CRC, 

digital and Rota teams of each clinicians start date to initiate clinician set up. 

Full areas of responsibility are detailed in section 3.2 Once induction attendance is confirmed 

names are added to the clinical Induction calendar on S:\Workforce - Non-Employee\ 

Preparation for Induction 
The following will need to be prepared prior to live induction. In order for the person/team 

responsible to suitably prepare their aspect of the induction they will need information from the 

CRC. Ensure that all information is sent to the appropriate people in a suitable timeframe ahead 

of the induction. 

Once a GP has been onboarded their details must be sent to brisdoc.guardian@nhs.net  

including if they are a re-start, NQGP or new. This is the responsibility of the Rota Team. 

Additional information on the clinical guardian team can be found at: 

https://www.clinicaltoolkit.co.uk/meet-the-clinical-guardian-team/  

mailto:brisdoc.guardian@nhs.net
https://www.clinicaltoolkit.co.uk/meet-the-clinical-guardian-team/
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IT SET UPS 
Immediately after Training support has confirmed a GP has been booked in for their Live 

Induction RotaMaster, Adastra and EMIS accounts should be set up for GPs attending. The 

Training Support Coordinator will notify the CRC to initiate this process. The CRC will only set 

up RotaMaster. EMIS and Adastra is the responsibility of Digital, refer to the table in 3.2 & 4.2 

below. Please be aware Digital has timeframes to set up Adastra and Emis for GPs: Adastra & 

Emis (base workers) = 3 working days and Remote GPs = 5 working days. 

RotaMaster set up  
The GP should be added to RotaMaster once they have been booked into their Live induction 

(Training Support will send an email to the CRC to confirm this). This will allow for sufficient time 

to generate login details and to ensure they are able to book shifts once approved. If a GP does 

not attend induction archive their account. If you need guidance for RotaMaster please contact 

the Rota Team Manager. 
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Once the information above has been entered and saved, a profile for the individual will be 

created. You will need to enter the following information to their account.  

Personal > Personal Details  

Tick ‘Locum’  

Add ethnicity, disability and other personal details; This information can be taken from the 

‘Fitness to Practice’  

Personal > Addresses  

Add in the GPs address (ensure home address is selected)  

Personal > Emergency Contact  

Add GPs Emergency Contact information – this can be found of their completed fitness to 

practice form  

Priority should be ‘1’, add title, name and relationship to GP.  

Add the mobile number on the contact’s section & save.  

Employment > Employment Details  

Employment > Compliance  

GMC information should have auto generated at the point of creating the GPs profile.  

Add indemnity information; Company, Number, Renewal date and tick validated as we have 

checked this information is correct.  

Add DBS information; Select Enhanced, add certificate No, tick validated.  

Add Performers List information; Add Performers number, and the date the check has been 

carried out. It is good practice to check this again on the date of adding the GP to RotaMaster.  

Post  

Add ‘IUC Doctor – Self Employed – Locum’ for IUC OOHs, System CAS & WDPL  

Add ‘PS SE GP’ for Practice Services  

Next you will need to select the appropriate post & add change Primary Line Manager to ‘Rota 

Team 

Post > Contracts  

Double click into the active contract > Under Financials, double click the active contract This will 

bring up the below box, where you need to ensure Employment Type is ‘Non-Payroll’ & Pension 

Type is ‘Pensionable: SOLO’ > Save 
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Rota > Multi Group Rota  

This will be different depending on which service the GP would like to work in. To move these 

from ‘Available Rota Groups’ to ‘Rota Groups This User Belongs’ scroll down and select the 

relevant group then press the green arrow to move across. 

 

Rota > Web Settings  

This will be different depending on which service the GP would like to work in.  

To move these from ‘Available Rota Groups’ to ‘Rota Groups This User Belongs’ scroll down 

and select the relevant group then press the green arrow to move across. 
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Unarchiving / Unsuspending on RotaMaster  

In cases when a GP has previously worked with BrisDoc they will likely already have a 

RotaMaster account set up. This account may have been archived or suspended and will need 

to be unarchived or unsuspended when the GP returns to work.  

To check whether a GP has been archived or suspended;  

Login to RotaMaster  

Select ‘Personnel Manager’  

Select the ‘People + Search’ tab (to the left of the ‘RotaMaster’ tab)  

Enter the GP’s name into the search bar and select the ‘search’ button at the bottom left of the 

screen. If the GP has an account it will appear on the screen 

Click on the GP’s account  

If the GP’s account has been archived or suspended it will be highlighted as the GP’s ‘Status:’  

If the GP has been suspended the GP’s status will be ‘SUSPENED’ highlighted in yellow.  

If the GP has been unarchived the status will be ‘HIDDEN’ highlighted in red. 
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Sending RotaMaster login details 
Once you have set up the GPs account on RotaMaster, login to the RotaMaster Admin Web 

service to send the GP their login details. 
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Adastra and EMIS 
Both New and Returning GPs will need to be set up with Adastra and Emis logins. Add GPs 

information to the Adastra & EMIS Action log (S:\Workforce - Non-Employee\IT set ups) so that 

usernames and passwords sent to GPs in time for their first shift by IT Support.  

Once added to the Adastra & EMIS Action Log, send an email to; digital@brisdoc.org  to inform 

them a GP requires setting up. 

RETURNING GP 
When a GP expresses an interest in returning to BrisDoc within 2 years of working for us, create 

a new file for them in ‘Recruitment in Process’ and copy their documents from their inactive file 

into this. All inactive GP files can be found in S:\Workforce – Non-Employees\Inactive GPs. 

It is essential that you collect the following updated documents from returning GPs: 

CV  

Medical Indemnity  

Training Certificates  

Signed Fitness to Practice Declaration and Confidentiality Statement (Re-send Terms of 

Engagement for them to view)  

GMC and Performers List Checks  

CEST Check 

If a returning GPs DBS is dated >3 years it may be necessary for them to complete another 

check. If this is the case, please contact the DMD to discuss whether this is necessary. It may 

not be necessary to seek updated references. Please consult with DMD to check on paperwork 

required in each instance.  

ALL RETURNING GPS MUST SIGN A CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT AND FITNESS TO 

PRACTICE DECLRATION  

Returning GPs may be offered a conversation with a clinical lead depending on how recently 

they worked and previous experience with BrisDoc. They should also be advised to attend a 

Clinical Induction unless DMD suggests otherwise. 

MATERNITY LEAVE 
When a GP goes on maternity leave, they won’t have an appraisal and typically won’t be up to 

date with their training whilst they are off. For GPs who have notified us they are going on 

maternity leave, they will have a year until they need to book a shift. The only checks that need 

carrying out for GPs returning from planned maternity leave within a year are GMC and 

Performers List check (this is back-dated from the last shift the GP worked). GPs may be 

offered a conversation with a clinical lead to discuss coming back to the service and offered to 

attend a Clinical Induction. 
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SALARIED TO INDEPENDENT GP 
f a GP wishes to work in IUC, note that they cannot be just employed in IUC. There are two 

options: 

They may remain employed in the practices and work in IUC as overtime. 

They may resign/ be terminated from their employed role at BrisDoc and work in IUC on a self-

employed basis. 

In the event of both options their employee file must be passed to the DMD for review. The 

DMD will indicate if they are satisfied with the compliance checks on file and if any new checks 

are required. Once the appropriate checks have been undertaken and the DMD gives their 

approval, the GP is to be invited to an IUC induction if they have not attended one previously or 

within the last year. Depending on whether or not they wish to remain employed by BrisDoc 

their post will need to be changed on RotaMaster. The Rota Team manager will be able to help 

with this. 

It is essential that you collect the following updated documents;  

Medical Indemnity  

Signed Fitness to Practice Declaration and Confidentiality Statement (Re-send Terms of 

Engagement for them to view)  

GMC and Performers List  

CEST Check 

PRACTICE SERVICES GPS 
If a GP wishes to work as an independent GP in practice services, they are to have the same 

compliance checks but their file is to be passed to a practice manager or the DMD for Practice 

Services for approval. Once approved, they can be added to RotaMaster, in a similar way to 

IUC independent GPs but must be added as a ‘primary care’ locum, the project manager can 

advise on how to do this. If a practice services independent GP wishes to also work in IUC they 

will need two posts, please consult the project manager for advice on RotaMaster. 

Practice Services GPs – NON-EMPLOYEES 
Practice services GPs who are not employees get paid differently. They are required to invoice 

BrisDoc, by providing the following details: 

Invoice number, Address, Bank Details, Details of when worked, If in the pension scheme also 

needs to include the following: Total earnings for this invoice, 90% of total earnings for this 

invoice,14.38% employer contribution for this invoice The practice manager at the practice they 

are doing work at will approve the invoice and confirm the shifts that they worked. They will not 

book shifts through RotaMaster as IUC GPs do, consult the Rota Team/ Project Manager for 

more information about this. 
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RECRUITMENT CHECKS SPREADSHEET 
The Recruitment Checks Spreadsheet will be the responsibility of the Clinician Relationship 

Coordinator. This spreadsheet will be used as a log for GPs going through the onboarding 

process. Data is auto generated on to the ‘Analysis’ and ‘Graphics’ tab which will be useful for 

the SEGP Onboarding Meetings. There will be GPs who get in contact and never complete the 

onboarding process. This is usually because the GPs circumstances have changed. 

The following 6-week process should be followed for contacting GPs who are ‘In Progress’; 

Two weeks since the initial point of contact: E-mail the GP to see if they are still wanting to work 

with us  

Two weeks after the above e-mail Phone the GP to see if they are still wanting to work with us  

Two weeks from the above phone call E-mail the GP to say we are taking them off of our list 

and express that the door is always open for them to join us, should their circumstances 

change. 

Once the 6-week cycle of no contact is complete (or if the GP expresses that they no longer 

wish to go through the onboarding process), column ‘B’ on the spreadsheet will need to be 

changed to ‘Cancelled’. And date added in column ‘T’. This will change the colour of the cells 

grey & will not be included in the data for onboarded GPs. 

Please see below the template for each of the emails required in the above process; 

Two-week email;  

Dear Dr XXXX  

Following on from your initial email, I am getting in touch to see if you are interested in working 

for BrisDoc?  

If you feel a conversation with a clinical member of the team would be beneficial, to discuss the 

options available in a little more depth, please let me know & I will arrange for one of the team to 

contact you.  

Alternatively, if you would like some help with the documentation required, I would be happy to 

help.  

If your circumstances have changed, please let me know and I will remove you from our list. We 

would like you to know the door is always open to join the BrisDoc family, should your 

circumstances change. We would welcome your interest and expertise at any time. Please do 

not hesitate to get in touch. 

Six-week email; 

Dear Dr XXXX  

As we have not heard from you for a little while, we will remove you from our list of GPs looking 

to join our service at present.  

If you are now ready to onboard, please let us know & we would be happy to discuss the 

options available.  
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If not, we would just like you to know the door is always open to join the BrisDoc family, should 

your circumstances change and we would welcome your interest and expertise at any time. 

Please do not hesitate to get in touch. 
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Appendixes  
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Change Table 
Date Version Author Changes Made 

27/09/19  V2  CD  
 

31/10/19 V3  CD  
 

06/12/19 V4 MB 

Smart Card to requested docs, checking 

financials as part of Rotamaster set up, IT set up, 

Section 6 - Agency 

13/01/21 V5 JG 
Introductory email, induction process, RotaMaster 

set up 

21/04/21  V6 CD 
Introductory email tweaked, and IGMP terms 

updated 

16/11/21 V7 JG Updates to Re-Starters and NQGPs 

02/02/22 V8 JG SE 
General update on SEGP onboarding process, IT 

set ups and induction process 

10/05/22 V9 JG 
Compliance checks and processes review and 

update 

17/05/22 V10 CS 
Update Appendix 1 to include option 5 – System 

CAS 

03/07/22 V11 CS 

Review of process & SOP, particularly; 

Performers List, GMC, DBS, CEST Checks, 

Remote working and Returning GPs. Supporting 

documents added as appendices 

09/12/22 V12 NL 
Digital timeframes added for GP setup & 

additional info for overseas remote workers added 

19/01/2023 V13 NL 

Safeguarding training wording on email template 

changed, Remote Workers log added to overseas 

remote working flowchart, sending RotaMaster 

login details added to section 4.1 

03/02/23 V14 NL 

Maternity leave added, payroll info form added to 

‘contract for services email’ & Appendix 1 of 

process overview 

31/05/23 V15 NL 

Various updates in the following sections: 

references, MMR, training and indemnity. 

‘Contract for services’ email updated reference & 

safeguarding training sentence 

    

 


